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Abstract

The purpose of this paper is to introduce the concept ofseparated sets,

connected and disconnected sets in biminimal stru(fne spaces. We

obtain some fundamental properties of their sets. Moreover, we define

connected and disconnected spaces and some propertbs oftheir spaces

are obtained.

l. Introduction

The'minimal structure spaces were introduced by Popa and Noiri [6] in
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2000 and they also introduced the concepts of my-open set and my -closed

ser. In [5], Noiri and Popa defined n; {ompactness and n;g -connectedness

and investigated their properties. Bitopological Spaces were introduced by

Kell."-[2]'andin2010.Boonpok[l]introducedthenotionofbiminimal
structure spaces, biminimal structure subspaces and study some fundamental

properties of 
^lym2v-closed 

sets and *lx^?-open sets' In this paper' we

introduce the concept of separated sets, connected and disconnected sets and

stud-'- some fundamental properties of their sets' Moreover' we define

comected and disconnected sPac€s and some properties of their spaces are

obtained-

2. Preliminaries

In this section, we recall some notions, notations and previous results.

Definition 2.1 [5]. A subfamily mv of the power set P(X) of a

nonemptysetXiscalledaminimalst/Ttcture(brieflym-structure)onXif
O e my and X e mx.Each member of my is said tobe my-open and

the complement of an my -openset is said tobe mv -closed'

Definition 2.2 l3)- LetXbe a nonempty set and my be an n-structure

on X. For a subset A of X,the my-closure of ,4 and my'interior of A are

defined as follows:

l. mycl(A) = [l{F : A c- F, x\F e mv\,

2. mylnt(A) = U{U :U I A,(I e mY\

Lemma 2.3 t3]. Let X be q nonempty set and my be an m'structure on

X. For subsets A and B ofX, thefollowing hold: 
.

l. mxCl{X\A) = X\mxInt(A) and 'mvInt(X\A) = X\mxCl'(A)'

2,.1f(X\A)emy,thenmvcl(A\=A'qnddAemv''then.
mxlnt(A)'= A;

4a
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3. mycl(o) = o, mvcl(x) = x, mvlnt(a) = o and mvlnt(X)

=X,

4.If A c. B, then nyCl(A) 
= 

mp(B) and mvlnt(A\ e mvlnt(B)'

5. A e myCl(A) and mYInt(A) s A,

6. mycl(msicl(A)) = mxct(A) ond mvlnt(mvlnt(A)) = msllnt(A)'

I-emma L4 l3l.Let X be a nonempy- set with a minimal structure and A

be a subsa of X. Then x e mv1(l) if a"d ofu1* rf U ?tA * Z fq e't'ery

U e mS containingx.

Definition 2.5 t3l- A minimal structure my ol a nonempty set X is said

to hwe property.B, if the union of any family of subsets belonging to my

belongs lo my.

Lemma 2.6 l5). For a minimal structure my on q nonempty set X' the

follow ing are equiv al 9n t :

l. my has ProPertY B,

2. If mylnt(V\ = V., then V € rrtl>

3.If myCl(F\ =.'F, then X\F e mx'

Lemma 2.7 l5). Let X be q nonempty set and my be q minimal structure

on X satisfuing property.B- For a subset A of X, thefollowing properties

hold:

l. A e my if and onlY rf mylnt(A) = A,

2. A is my -closed if and only if mvCl(A) = .A,

.' 3. mylnt(A) e my and mTCl(A) is mv-closed'

Definition 2.8 tl]. Let'Xbe a nonempty set and *lx,*2x be minimal
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structures on X. A triple (X, 
^lX, ^k) is called a biminimal structure space

@riefly bim-space).

Definition 2.9 tl]. A subset of a biminimal structure space (X, 
^lx,.2x)

is called 
^lv^?-closed 

if A=mrxCl(mkctQq\ The complement of

^lx^?v-closed 
set is called -ly-zy np*.

Proposition 2.10 [ ]. Let (X . .rx, otr\ be a biminimal structwe space-

If -4 and B oe mlymj'*W"a subsets of (X,^!v.^,?rl. rlun,f n.B rs

ly-2y *lot"a-

Proposition 2.11 [1]. Let (X, *lx, ^k) be a biminimal structnre space-

Then A is -lym2y-open subset of (X,-lx,*zx)'rf and. only if A=

mty tnt(m2y tnt(,1)).

Proposition 2.12 U). Let (X, *lx, ^tr) be a biminimal structure space.

If A and B are mlym2y.op"n subsets of (X,*t*,^11), then AUA rs

*lX^2X -open.

Definition 2.13 []. Let (X, -lx, ^2x) 
be a biminimal.structure space

and Y be a subset ofX. Define minimal structures m! and'nfl as follows:

-1, = ltlY :Ae*r\ and ml = {B n Y : B e 
^2x}. 

Atriple (r, .tr, ^?)
is called a biminimal. structure subspace (briefly bim'subspace) of

(X, mty, m!).

Let (Y, *1, *?) be a biminimal structure subspace of (X, -k: ^k),
and let A bea subset of Iz. The my -closure and my -interior of ,4 with respect

to mty are denoted by m'yct(A) artd mty,lnt(A), respectively (for i = l',2).

rnen ml,Cl(A) = v fimrya1,e1 ana m?yct(,t1= r n ila1e1.
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Proposition 2.14 ll). Let (f ,mly,n|) be a biminimal structure

subspace of (X, 
^rx, ^k) and F be a subset of Y. If F x mlymzy -closed,

thenFx 
^1,^|-closed.

3.lllain Results

In this section, we define the new definitions and construct their

propertia of separated and disconnected sets in biminimal structure spaces.

I-emma 3-1. Ia (X, ^x) be o minimal stLrctwe srye atd G c. X. If
G is my -open, then G l) A = @ ifand only rf G nmyCl(A) = @.

Proof. Let (X, mx) be a minimal structure space and G c X. Suppose

that G is rna- -open.

(+)Assumethat GiA= Z. Supposethat GlmyCl(A) *O. Thus,

thereexist x eG and r e mycl(A). ByLemma 2.4,wehave UO,q*g
forevery U emy containingx. Since Gis my-openand xeG,GfrA+O.
Contradictionwith G n A = Z. Thus, G I myCl(A) = O.

(e) Assume that G fimycl(A) = O. Since A g myCt(l), therefore

GffA=A.

Definition 3.2. Let (X, -k, -2y1 a" a biminimal structure space and let

A and B be two nonempty subsets of X. Then A and B are called my -

separated sels if and only it mkcl(A)fi B = A and A | *'yA1A1 = q,

. 
where i.:1,2.

Exampte 3.3. Let X = {1,2,3}. Define m-structur", *ly and m! on

{ It follows: mty = {@,{1, 1}, {2, 3}, x} and m2y = {a,{U, {2), {1,3},' 
{2, j}, X}. Then {l} and {2}'are my-separatedsetd. But {l} and {2,31ard
not my -separated sets.
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Theorem 3.4. Let (X, *lx, *2y1 U" a biminimql structure spoce' A and

B be two nonempty m'y'open subsets of X,t'here i = l' 2' Then A and B ue

mx -separqted sets if and only d A (1 B = A'

Proof. Let (X, 
^lx, ^T\ be a biminimal structure space' A and 'B be a

nonempty miy -opensubset ofX, where i = 1,2'

(=) Assume thatl and B are mv-separated sets' Thus' -irCt('l)nB

=A and Anmtxcl(B\= A, where i =1,2' Hence'webave AllB =O'

(e) Assume that A ff B = A. Since I and B are mty -open subsets ofX

and Lemma 3.1, we have miyCl(A) (-l ^a = A and 't'fimi*A(a) = O' where

i = l, 2. Thus, I and B are mx -separated sets'

Theorem 3.5. Let (X, mly, *2y1 O" a biminimal structure space' A and

B be two nonempty subsets of X, Afl B = A and mingu satisfling property

B. Then A and B are my-separated sers if and only if A and B are mitrgB-

open and miAl)a'closed,where i = l' 2.

Proof. Let (X , *lx , *k) be a biminimal structure space, A and B be two

nonempty subsets of X, A ff B = O and miogu satisfYing property B'

(+) Assume that A and B are mx'separated sets' Since I and B are

my-separated sets, mt*Ct1,l,\nB =A and AfrmkA(n)=A' where

i = 1,2. Let 
.Y 

= I U B. Then

' m'rct(e) = mkcl(A))Y = r'r,rr@)n (l U B)

- Au (mkct4)n D

= A\)A = i'

0
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Thus by Lemma 2 .7(2), A isnlgs-closed. Similarly, we have B is mir1u-

closed, where i=t,2. Since AnB=A,A=(AIJ8)B and B=(AUB)\A.

Hence,.d and .R are mir1u-ope\where i = l, 2'

(€) Let f = AIJ B- Since,4 and -8 are zf,,rr -open, where i = l' 2' and

An B = a. By Lemma 3.1, we have m'ycl(A) n B = a and A fi mtvcl(B)

= Z, where i = l, 2. It follows that

mkct(4 n B = n:xct(A) ll (Y n B) = (nlxct?) n Y) n B

=nlycl(A)fi8=a,

and similarly we have, AOmixCl(B)--A. Therefore, A and B are mx'

separated sets,

Theorem 3.6. Let (Y, 
^),, 

*?) t, a biminimal structwe subspace of

1X, nty, m2y) and A, B g Y. Then A and B are mx'separated sets if and

only ifA and B are my 'separoted sets.

Proof. Let (,mly,n?) be a biminimal structure subspace of

(x, mty, m?) ar,d A, B e Y.

(+) Assume that I and .B are ,1rx -separated sets'

Since I and B ate m y -separated sets, mkcl/) n B = O and

A O mkcl(B) = A, where i = l, 2. Therefore

m\,a($fi B = mict?)et B ltY = a

and

. .An mlyct(B) = Aomixcl@)nY = a, '

where i = t, Z Uence, Z and B are rry -separated sets'
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(e) Suppose that A and B are my -separated sets. By assumption and

A,BcI,thus

ml*ct1rt)fr B = m'*ct1-t)n y n B = m'yCl(A)n B = a

and

A o m'yct(B) = I fl Y n mkct(B) = A (1 
^!ct1n1 = s),

where i = l, 2. Hence, A and, B are rz-1 -separated sets.

Definition 3.7. Let (X, 
^tx, 

ri1 A" a biminimal structure space and

A c. X. We call A is my -disconnected set if and only if A = C [-l D, where

C and D arr^ my-separated sets and we call A is my-connected set if and

only if A is not my -disconnected set.

A biminimal structure space (X, *1x, *2x) is called my -disconnected

space if X is my-disconnected set and (X, mly, m2y) is called rn,y-

connected space if Xis zlx.-conn€cted set.

Example 3.8. Let X = {1,2,3}. Define rn.structures mly and m2y on X

as follows: mty = {A,{1, 3}, {2, 3\, Xl and mzy = {A,{l}, {2}, {1,3),{2,3}, x}.

Since {1} and {2} are my-separated sets, {1,2} is ms1-disconnected set.

And we have X is my-connected set. Therefore, (X,^k,*?i is my-

connected space.

Theorem 3.9. Let (Y, *1 , *|1 t, a biminimal structure subspace of

(X,.1, m2) ana A c. Y. Then A is my-disconnected set if and only if A

is. my -disconnected s et.

Proo.f. By Theorem 3.6, we have if C, D c. I, then.C ahd D are mx -

'separated sets if and only if C and D are ny-s'eparated sets. Thus,
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A=CIJD is mx-disconnected set if and only if A=CUD is mv'

disconnected ser.

By Theorem 3.9, r*'e have the follo*'ing corollary.

Corollary 3.10. lzt (Y, m!, ^!1 t, o biminimal struclure subspace of

(X,ntx,^l) ond A gY. Then A is ms1 -coruected set if and only if A is

mY -connected sel-

Thcoreo 3.11. Izr (X, er\, -1xl fo a biminimal stntrure srye ord

^lx, 
.2y h*" prop"rq ts. fh5, -f ls ns -disconrecled set if od only if

there exists a nonempty proper subset A of X such that A is m\'open set and

mty -closed set, where i v..1, 2.

t2
Proof. Let (X. m'y . m'y) be a biminimal slructure space and m\ ' m'v

have property B.

(-) Assume thatxis ,nx -disconnected set. Thus, there exist nonemPty

sets Cand D such that X =CUD, CandDare mx -separaled sets. Since

c c nicl(C) and mixcl(C) n D = o, C (1D = o. It follows that

C=X\D and D = X\C. From X=CU D c C l) ntxCl\D) c X. We

have X = C U ni-Cl(D} Since

C n mict(D) = a, C = x\mrcl(D) = m'x tnt(X\D) - mty Int(C).

By Lemma 2.7, we have C is z!:sp6n set. Then we also have D is miy'

closed set since D n nlcl(c) = a, D = nktnt(Dl and Lemma 2'7' we

have D is m'y -open set. Then we also have C is z!-closed set, where

i = l, 2.

(e) Suppose that there exisls a nonempty proper sdbsetI of Xsuch that

lis nf,-open set and nr!, -closed set, where i =1,2. Lel E = -{\1. Thus,
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B is a nonempty proper subset ofX and by Lemma 2-7, we have B is z! -

closed set and mix {,per, set, where i = l, 2. Therefore, X = Al) B and

An B = O. Sincel arrd B are zr!- -open set and Lemma 3.1, A n n'xct(B)

= @ and mkcl(A) O a = a, where i = l, 2. Hence, Xis ,nx -disconnected

seL

Theorem 3.12. Let (X, 
^lx, ^2x) 

be a biminimal strllcha.e space and

^\, ni sotisfy' propa E" Th:ar,. X u my 4iscotmected ser if ori c,u1+ if
X = U U l', v'here L' @d V qre non?mpD' mtx -open ses, i = 1,1 qd
unv =a.

Proof. Let 1X , mly , m2y 1 be a biminimal structure space and nlx , m2x

satisry propertv ts.

(+) Assume that X is z; -disconnected set. By Theorein 3. i I, fhere

exists a nonempty proper subsel I ofXsuch thatl is ri! -open set.and z!,-

closed set, where i = l, 2. Then by Lemma 2.7, X\l is z!, -closed set and

mix -open set such that X\A is a nonempty proper subset ofX Ptt IJ = A

and V = X\A. Then X=UUV,Ul1V=A and U alld V arc nonempty

ml -open sets, i = l, 2.

(€) Assume that X = U U Z, where U a11d I/ are nonempty ^'y -open

sets, i = 1,2 and U ltV = A. Since U and V are m|-open sets and

U nV = @, by Lemma 3.t, Lt lt nixcl(v) = A ana nkClU)nV = A.

where i = l, 2. Therefore, Xis ,nx -disconnected set.

.. Theorem 3.13. Let (X, -lx,.k) be a biminimal structure space.and .'
E c X"be my -connected set. If E c Al) b, A and B are nX -separated

set, then E A A or E g B-
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Proof. Assume that , q AU B, A and B are ,nx -separated sets. Then

E = EnUUB) = (8n,4)U(EOA). Since A and B are n; -separatd

se\ An nixcl(B) = A ard n'.yct(A)n B -- o- i = l' 2- Next we will show

that EnA=A or EOB = Z. Suppose rhat EfiA *A ad EOB+2.
Then

(E o 4 n mkct(En B) c (E n 4 1 (nkct@) n mkct(B\)

= efl(.rflxi{l(.a))

=2.

Similarly, wehave n'yCl{Efil)n(Enr) = A. T\en EfiA znd EfiB

are mX -separated sets. Therefore, E is nX -disconnected set. This is

contradiction with E is mx {onnected sel Thus Ei A = A or E|;B = A.

So, we have:

Case l. If E i A = O, then we have

E =@nA)U(E|rB)= EnB. Hence E s B.

Case 2. lf E O B = @, then we have

E =@nA)U(EnB)= EnA.Hence EqA.

Theorem 3.14. Let (X, mlx, 
^2x1 

t" o biminimal struclure sPace and

Ee X be mx-connected set. If E c A c mkcl(E), where i =1,2, then

A is m y -connected set.

Proof..Assume that E c A <= naCl(E). We will show tbat A is my-

connected set. Suppose that I is ,nx -disconnected set. Thus, there exist

nonempty sets Cand D, such that A=C\JD, C nmixci(D)=A and

nlyct(c)ll D =a, for i = l, 2.. Since E is fix-connected set and E G

CU D and Theorem3.l3,we have E g C or E e D.
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Case l. If E s C, then we have mtxCl(E)smkct(C) and mkct(E)
flD=Z.Since

D c: C l) D = A c mkct(E), D = ^:xct@)n D = o.

Contradiction with D + O.

Case 2. If E q D, rhen we have -,*Ct1t1g -!xCt1D) ad mkcl{qn
C = O. Since

C c C U D = A c nkct(E\ c = drgt@)nc = q.

Contradiction with C + U.

Therefore, I is ,rx -connected set.

Corollary 3.15. Let (X, -lx, rrlx) be a biminimal structure space and

E g X be mx -connected set. If E is my -connected set, then nicl(E) k
mX -connected set,where i = l, 2.

Proof. Since E c: nicl(E) c- m,yCt1l1 and Theorem 3.14, we have

nkcl(E) is zr; -connecred set, i = 1,2.

Theorem 3.16. Let (X, 
^lx, -2i be a biminimal structure space and

EgX.Ifforany x,yeE and x+y, there exists mX _connected set Fe E
such that x, y e F. Then E is mX -connected set.

Proof. Assume that for any x, y e E and x + y, there exists z-1,. _

connected set F q E such that .r,.J, e F. Next we lvill show that E is rr,i. -
conn€cted set. Suppose that E is rz1, -disconrected sgt. Then there exist
nonempty sets I and I such that E = AU B, A and,.B xe mx -separated

seti. Sincel and I are 2,1.-separated sets,.l + A, B + A and Al B = A.
Then we also have xe A,yeB and x+y.:Thrr, ,, y€E and by
assumption there exists mx -connected. set F c E such that x', y e F.

!
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Since F c. E = AU B, byTheorem3.l3 wehave F c A or F c B. Then

x, ! e A or x, y E B. This is contradiction with l0B = @. Therefore, E

is rzy-connected set.
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E\otution of citations per Document to a iournat's pubtished documents during the two, three

and four previous years. The two years tine is equivatent to ,ournal imPact factor * (Thomson

Reuters) metric.

lnternational Collaboralign

lnternational Cottaboration accounts for the articles that have been produced by researchen

from severat countries. The chart shows the ratio of a joumal's documents signed by researdters

from more than one country.
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